
Drawing and painting invoke uncondi tional feelings of love, 
joy, happiness and heavenly experience for some people.  
Painting gives them a rare pleasure, and for some an out of the 
world experience.  But the moment we talk about Illustration, 
we find an immediate switch of expressions on their faces. 
Their first and immediate reaction tells you the story.  People 
say “Hey it is a published one ” and the whole story ends there.  
Is it an end of the story?  
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Illustrator’s Major roll is: 1) To understand a character, which creator wants to communicate.2) To 
give a meaning to it and explain in a language which the target audience will understand. Probably this leads 
to limitations like requirement of media,
 
              A Good Introduction : -  
                           Depict the significance (importance) of the study - why was this value doing in any case? Give 
a wide connection. Extremely briefy depict the exploratory configuration and how it achieved the expressed 
destinations. 

Generally there are various methods used for proving a point or for research are available such as 
Historical method, Survey method, descriptive method and experimental method out of which can justify 
the subject very carefully.

               A Good Materials  : - 
                             Materials may be accounted for in a different passage or else they may be distinguished 
alongside your systems. In biosciences we habitually work with arrangements - allude to them by name and 
portray totally, including convergances of all reagents, and pH of watery arrangements, dissolvable if non-
fluid.

The hypothesis about the independence of attributes ‘Possession of inbuilt artistic quality’ and 
‘Maintaining one’s own style as a specialist’ is tested by the Chi-Square Test as follows.

              A Good Result  : -
                           Abridge your discoveries in content and show them, if fitting, with figures and tables. In 
content, depict each of your outcomes, guiding the per user toward perceptions that are generally 
significant. 

Abridge your discoveries in content and show them, if fitting, with figures and tables. 
In content, depict each of your outcomes, guiding the per user toward perceptions that are generally 
significant. 

             A Good Conclusion  : -
                         Clarify the majority of your perceptions however much as could be expected, concentrating 
on systems. Choose if the trial outline satisfactorily tended to the speculation, and whether it was 
legitimately controlled. 
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?The work, as with all work advancing from this specific gathering, is 
generally sound. 
?My remarks here are concerned singularly with the association of the 
composition. 
?Thought of these focuses will, I accept, lead to an enhanced report that 
better shows the key ideas and conclusions. 
?Generally, this is a reasonable, brief, and elegantly composed original 
copy. 
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